
The Velocity Difference

Since 1992, Velocity Micro has 
been in the business of building 
superior quality computers for 
users across the PC spectrum.  
From ultra mobile PCs like the 
NoteMagix M5 to meticulously 
crafted gaming rigs, Velocity 
Micro’s award winning precision, 
expert engineering, and 
extraordinary value have helped 
make the boutique PC experience 
available to the mainstream user.  
Experience the Velocity Micro 
Difference for yourself at the 
remarkably attainable price of 
the NoteMagix M5 from Velocity 
Micro.

Intel Atom

The Velocity Micro 
NoteMagix M5 is 
powered by an Intel 
Atom processor.  
The very latest in ultra mobile 
processing technology, the 
Intel Atom provides superior 
performance and efficiency.

The Velocity Micro NoteMagix M5 is the ultimate 
umpc from the premier boutique PC builder in the 
country.  This ultra-compact form factor is perfect 
for the road warrior or user on the go.

4.8” Widescreen, 
800x480

Intel Atom 800MHz 
512KB cache

512MB DDR2 Memory 

4GB Solid State Hard 
Drive

Micro SD card slot 

Intel B+G+N Wifi, 
Bluetooth and 3G

Integrated 85-key soft 
touch keyboard

Microsoft Windows XP 
Home Edition

Integrated 1.3 Mega Pixel 
Camera

USB 2.0 

2700mAh Lithium Ion 
Battery

1 Year VelocityCare In-
House Tech Support

This touch screen display provides simple navigation 
using the included stylus.

Intel’s ultra mobile processing solution, this CPU is the 
pinnacle of power and efficiency.

Low latency memory allows for improved performance 
and multitasking.

Expand your capacity to 16GB with this removable 
storage option.

Multiple connection options allow you to hook up and 
import all of your important devices and media.

Connect to the internet from nearly anywhere using a 
wireless connection.

Create email and word documents with ease using this 
full keyboard.

This efficient operating system from Microsoft gives you 
what you need for optimal functionality.

This built in camera helps you stay in touch with friends 
and family while on the road.

2 USB ports allow additional connectivity, networking, 
and storage options.

Portable and lightweight battery provides 5 hours of  
operating life.

Award winning technical support from an industry 
leader- no scripts, no tiers, all US-based.
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